This paper proves fixed domain asymptotic results for estimating a smooth invertible transformation f : R 2 → R 2 when observing the deformed random field Z • f on a dense grid in a bounded, simply connected domain Ω, where Z is assumed to be an isotropic Gaussian random field on R 2 . The estimatef is constructed on a simply connected domain U , such that U ⊂ Ω and is defined using kernel smoothed quadratic variations, Bergman projections and results from quasiconformal theory. We show, under mild assumptions on the random field Z and the deformation f , thatf → R θ f + c uniformly on compact subsets of U with probability one as the grid spacing goes to zero, where R θ is an unidentifiable rotation and c is an unidentifiable translation.
1. Introduction. The use of deformations to model nonstationary processes was first introduced to the spatial statistics literature by Sampson and Guttorp [37] . Their work, as well as that of subsequent authors (see, e.g., [13, 23, 34] and [38] ) consider estimating the deformation f when observing a deformed random field Z • f at sparse observation locations with independent replicates of the random field.
Two recent papers, [10] and [5] , study the different problem of estimating a deformation f from dense observations of a single realization of a deformed isotropic random field Z •f in two dimensions. These deformed isotropic random fields provide a flexible semi-parametric model of nonstationarity for random fields. In addition, this observation scenario is becoming increasingly important with the abundance of high resolution digital imagery and remote sensing. One of the more recent motivations for the deformation model under the one-realization observation scenario is gravitational lensing of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The gravitational effect from intervening matter distort the CMB images to produce deformed random field observations. In the hope of improving estimates of cosmological parameters and the mass distribution in the universe (including dark matter) there is considerable interest in detecting and measuring the lensing of the CMB (see, e.g., [22] and [40] ).
In this paper, we establish a strong consistency result for the estimation of the deformation f when observing Z • f on a dense grid in a bounded, simply connected domain in R 2 , as the grid spacing goes to zero. We first construct estimates of the complex dilatation and log-scale of the map f (see Section 4) , which converge uniformly on compact subsets of the observation region with probability one. Then, we construct a deformation estimatef on a subset of the observation region that converges uniformly on compact subsets with probability one. We show this result under mild assumptions on the map f and the two dimensional isotropic random field Z.
Most attempts at recovering the deformation f from a single realization of Z • f rely on estimating local properties of f , usually related to the Jacobian of f , from the local behavior of the random field Z • f . Intuitively, the random field Z • f is locally stretched and sheared by f , as determined by the Jacobian. One can clearly see the visual consequences of this shear, as seen in the left plot from Figure 1 . When the random field Z is isotropic, the identification of all four parameters of the Jacobian becomes difficult from the local behavior of Z • f . In particular, by decomposing the Jacobian matrix as U ΛV T (using singular value decomposition so that U, V are orthogonal matrices, and Λ is diagonal) the rotation matrix U becomes particularly hard, if not impossible, to estimate when observing Z • f in a small neighborhood. An important object for us is the complex dilatation and log-scale of f , determined by the Jacobian (and defined in Section 4), which are invariant under left multiplication of rotation matrices to the Jacobian. It is this invariance that allows us to estimate these parameters under the isotropy assumption for Z.
Guyon and Perrin [20] tackle the problem of developing consistent estimates of deformations in two dimensions and succeed in proving consistency within a subclass of deformations when observing random fields that are stationary but not isotropic. The subclass of deformations, however, is restrictive. In particular, it is not closed under post composition with rotations, which removes, in some sense, some complications for estimating the Jacobian generated by general deformations that can locally twist as well as stretch. On the other hand, Anderes and Stein [5] consider a large, nonparametric class of deformations. However, their results are methodological in nature and do not provide proofs of consistency. This paper contributes to bridging the gap between these two papers by considering the same flexible class of nonparametric deformations as in [5] while proving consistency for the estimated deformation as in [20] . For further references on densely observed deformed random fields see [9, 17, 29, 32, 33] and [35] .
In this paper, we use kernel smoothed directional quadratic variations to estimate local properties of f , which are used to construct an estimatef of f . We establish sufficient conditions on the rate of bandwidth decay, in relation to the grid spacing, for strong uniform convergence of the kernel smoothed quadratic variations. There is a significant amount of literature studying the convergence of quadratic variations (see, e.g., [1, 6, 7, 8, 11, 15, 18, 19, 24, 25, 30] and [41] ). One of the crucial inequalities used in many of the recent convergence results is the Hanson and Wright bound for quadratic forms [21] . Indeed, we also depend heavily on this bound, and we use it to establish Claim 2 in Section 3.2, which, in turn, gives uniform convergence on compact subsets for the estimated complex dilatation and log-scale and, ultimately, the convergence of the estimated deformation.
The kernel smoothed quadratic variations used in this paper are based on second order increments of the deformed process. Second order increments, rather than first order, are used in equation (4) to obtain sufficient spatial decorrelation for uniform convergence. Using higher order increments for quadratic variations is not new. They have been used in [24] and [7] for identification of a local fractional index and in [12] to identify the singularity function of a fractional process. The heuristic is that by increasing the order of increment, one can increase the rate of decay of the variance of the quadratic variation. However, this rate improvement holds only to a point, after which additional increments no longer improve the situation.
The interaction between the number of increments, the fractional index of the random field and the dimension of the domain of the random field is investigated in Chapter 3 of [3] .
One of the main theoretical tools we use in this paper is the theory of quasiconformal maps. We believe this paper demonstrates how quasiconformal theory can provide a flexible theoretical framework for estimating smooth invertible transformations, whereby making these objects available to statisticians for modelling a diverse range of physical phenomena. In two dimensions, an important object in the theory of quasiconformal maps is the complex dilatation µ : Ω → D (here Ω is the observation region for Z • f , and D is the unit disk in the complex plane). A more detailed discussion of the complex dilatation is presented in Section 4. Besides characterizing quasiconformal maps up to post composition with conformal maps, the complex dilatation µ has two other useful properties. First, µ can be interpreted as measuring the ellipticity and inclination of the local ellipse, which gets mapped to a local circle under the quasiconformal map that it characterizes. This is important to us for developing estimates of µ locally from Z • f . Second, the only requirement on µ is measurability and µ ∞ < 1. In other words, it suffices to measurably assign eccentricity and inclinations of local infinitesimal ellipses, and, by keeping the eccentricity bounded, there is a quasiconformal map that sends these infinitesimal ellipses to circles (unique up to post composition with conformal maps). This property allows us to find a smooth invertible transformation that corresponds to the estimated complex dilatation.
The other object we use for estimating f is the log-scale τ := log |∂f |. We will discuss both µ and τ in detail later. However, it is worth while to notice that µ and τ provide enough information to uniquely specify the map f up to an overall rotation and translation. As we will see, one of the difficulties with τ , as compared to µ, is that τ lies in a complicated subspace of functions mapping R 2 to R. This is where we employ the Bergman projection as a tool to overcome the restrictive nature of the log-scale parameter τ . Figure 2 illustrates the estimatesμ and |∂f | from the simulation shown in Figure 1 . These are obtained by convolving the second order quadratic increments with a Gaussian smoothing kernel and transforming these smoothed increments as discussed in Section 4. An estimated deformationf corresponding toμ and |∂f | is shown in Figure 3 (left) along with the true deformation (right). The image shown in Figure 1 (right) shows Z • f •f −1 , which "unwinds" the deformed process in an attempt at recovering the isotropic process Z. Note that the deformationf in Figure 3 is constructed using methods from both this paper and from [5] . To be explicit, all of the estimation methods from this paper are used forf with the exception of the Bergman projection, where the methods from [5] were used. The reason Figure 2 . The deformation was constructed from the estimated dilatation and scale using methods outlined in [5] . Right: The true deformation f .
for this is that the computational techniques are not yet developed, to the authors' knowledge, for accurate approximation of the Bergman projection used in constructingf . However, since the Bergman space is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, there is potential for accurate approximation using spline methodology.
There are three main parts to this paper. Section 2 discusses the assumptions on Z and the smooth invertible map f . In Section 3, we show that kernel smoothed directional quadratic variations converge uniformly on compact subsets with probability one. These directional quadratic variations are then used, in Section 4, to get estimatesμ andτ := log |∂f |. Finally, in Section 5, we show how to convertμ andτ to an estimated mapf on simply connected subsets U such that U ⊂ Ω, and we show thatf converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of U with probability one.
2. The random field Z and the map f . In this section, we list our assumptions on the isotropic random field Z and the smooth invertible transformation f . This section starts with a brief discussion of our assumptions on the autocovariance function of Z. Then, a detailed discussion follows on our assumptions for the smooth invertible transformation f :
We require the following three conditions on the isotropic random field Z:
R1. Z is a constant mean Gaussian process on R 2 with autocovariance R(|t − s|) = cov(Z(t), Z(s)); R2. R(|t|) = R(0) − |t| α + o(|t| α+γ ), as |t| → 0 for some 0 < α < 2, γ > 0; R3. R is C 4 away from the origin and there exists a c > 0 such that |R (4) (t)| ≤ ct α−4 for all sufficiently small t > 0.
The assumption R2 establishes the local quadratic variation behavior of the process Z to be similar to that of a fractional Brownian sheet with Hurst index α/2. Informally, the assumption R3 ensures that the second order increments of Z have spatial decorrelation like that of a fractional Brownian sheet.
Remark 1. Most of the following results can be extended, with some additional technical assumptions, to a larger class of autocovariance functions by replacing the principle term |t| α in R2 with L(|t|)|t| α , where L is a slowly varying function at 0. The main difference is that the quadratic variation process defined in equation (4) below will need to be normalized by n −α L(1/n) instead of n −α .
Remark 2. The class of autocovariances satisfying R2-R3 encompasses a broad range of random fields that are continuous but not differentiable. Examples include the Mátern autocovariance function with smoothness parameter 0 < ν < 1 (see [31, 39] and [42] ) and the exponential family exp(−c|t| α ), where α ∈ (0, 2). One way to extend our results to random fields with higher order differentiability is to use quadratic variations of higher order increments of the deformed random field to obtain sufficient spatial de-correlation. In the interest of space, we only prove results for the non differentiable case.
Our basic assumption on the smooth invertible map f is that there exists a local affine approximation. In particular, where J t f := (
is the Jacobian of the map f at t. This local linear behavior is important, since we do not have replicates of the deformed random field Z • f , and, therefore, most of the statistical information is contained in the local variation of the process Z • f . When f behaves locally like the Jacobian matrix transformation, the distribution of the random field Z • f (t + h), as h varies in a small neighborhood of the origin for a fixed t, behaves similar to that of Z(J t f h). Therefore, one can hope to estimate parameters of the Jacobian J t f using the local quadratic variation of one realization of the process Z • f near t. Of course, higher order terms in a Taylor expansion may also be estimated; however, these presumably require smaller neighborhoods for accurate estimation.
In addition to the local affine behavior of f , we will need extra smoothness conditions. We discuss the following three notions of differentiability for a map f : U → V between planer open subsets U, V : Fréchet, Gâteaux and C 1 (U ). For a point x 0 ∈ U , f is said to be Gâteaux differentiable at x 0 in the direction h if the limit
A stronger notion of differentiability is Fréchet differentiable. The map f is said to be Fréchet differentiable at x 0 if there exits a continuous linear map T : R 2 → R 2 such that
If such a T exists, and f has continuous partial derivatives, then T is the map corresponding to left multiplication by the Jacobian matrix J x 0 f . Clearly, if a function f is Fréchet differentiable at x 0 , then it is Gâteaux differentiable at x 0 and the Gâteaux derivative in the direction h is equal to J x 0 f h. The third notion of differentiability C 1 (U ) is satisfied if the partials ∂f i ∂x j exist and are continuous on U . This notion of differentiability is different, in that it is not defined pointwise. The reason for this is that there is not much one can say about the local behavior near x 0 of a function where the partials exist. In fact, it may be neither Fréchet nor Gâteaux differentiable. If, however, we require the partials ∂f i ∂x j to exits and be continuous on U , then this is enough to imply Fréchet differentiability at all points in U . Even more, it is true that f is C 1 (U ), if and only if x → J x f is continuous as a mapping from U into the space of continuous linear functions on R 2 (see Claim 8.9.1 from [14] ).
Define the class of C 1 (U ) diffeomorphisms to be the set of all continuous invertible maps f : U → R 2 , such that f is C 1 (U ) and f −1 is C 1 (V ), where V = f (U ) is the range of f . By the Inverse Function Theorem, necessary and sufficient conditions are that f be invertible, C 1 (U ) and det J f = 0. 
E. ANDERES AND S. CHATTERJEE
We write C 1 as short for C 1 (R 2 ). Now, every C 1 diffeomorphism is Fréchet differentiable, and so there is a Jacobian matrix J t f such that
In the following paper, we will restrict the definition of C 1 diffeomorphisms to have det J f > 0 on R 2 , which characterizes the diffeomorphism to be orientation preserving. In some sense, this is a trivial restriction, since, when f is a C 1 diffeomorphism, either det J f > 0 everywhere or det J f < 0 everywhere. These are referred to as orientation-preserving and orientationreversing, respectively (see page 10 of [28] ). Finally, define C r (U ) diffeomorphisms to be the C 1 (U ) diffeomorphisms with order r continuous mixed partials.
We now list some consequences of a C 2 diffeomorphic assumption on f , which we use in the following proofs: D1. f is a quasiconformal map on bounded simply connected domains (see the Appendix of [4] for a definition of quasiconformal maps); D2. sup t∈Θ | f (t+εh)−f (t) ε − J t f h| → 0 as ε → 0 for every compact set Θ; D3. For any vector h = 0 and compact set Θ, there exists a constant c such that
for all s, t ∈ Θ such that s = t (note that R and α are defined in assumptions R1-R3, and ∂ (2,2) h is defined in the next section); D4. For every compact subset Θ, there exists constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that c 1 |h| ≤ |J x f h| ≤ c 2 |h| for all h and all x ∈ Θ; D5. |J t f h| α is Hölder continuous in t ∈ Θ for any h and compact set Θ. Note that D3, D4 and D5 are the only statements that depend on the extra C 2 assumption rather than the C 1 . The proofs of D1-D4 for C 2 diffeomorphisms are included in the Appendix of [4] . Notice that D5 follows from D4 and the fact that J t f has C 1 components.
3. Kernel smoothed squared increments. In this section, we study the convergence of the kernel smoothed squared increments of the deformed process Y (x) := Z • f (x) observed on some dense grid in a bounded, simply connected open subset Ω ⊂ R 2 . The asymptotic regime we consider is as the grid spacing goes to zero and the region Ω stays fixed, which is sometimes called infill asymptotics.
For a fixed nonzero vector h ∈ R 2 , let
If t is near ∂Ω, computing ∆ m h may require observing Y outside of Ω. Therefore, we will suppose that we observe Y on Ω plus some points within a small distance from the boundary ∂Ω. Now, for a function of two variables
where ∆ m h acts on the variable s and ∆ n h acts on the variable t. Define ∂ h := h · ∇ to be the directional derivative in the direction h and ∂
where ∂ m h acts on the variable s and ∂ n h acts on t. The following notation will be used throughout this paper:
That is, Ω n is the grid of spacing 1/n in Ω.
Here is a summary of the results of this section. First, we show Lemma 1, which establishes that
. Motivated by this lemma, we estimate g(t) by locally averaging the squared increments (∆ 2 h/n Y (w)) 2 /n −α for the points w near t then show that there is enough spatial decorrelation for convergence. To this end, define B n,b (t) : Ω → R as
Here, K is a convolution kernel satisfying certain conditions stated below. This section then culminates with Theorems 1 and 2 concerning the uniform convergence of B n,b and ∂ u B n,b for some u = 0. In particular, Theorem 1 shows that, under appropriate conditions,
as n → ∞, b → 0 and n −1 b −3 → 0 for all compact sets Θ ⊂ Ω. Theorem 2 shows that, with some additional smoothness assumptions and n −1 b −4 → 0, the directional derivatives ∂ u B n,b converge uniformly on compact subsets w.p. 1 to ∂ u g.
3.1.
Assumptions on K and Ω. The assumptions on K are as follows:
K1. K has bounded, continuous first and second order mixed partial derivatives; K2.
K(x) dx = 1 and |x|K(x) dx < ∞.
Notice that these assumptions imply that K is Riemann integrable, K and the first partials of K are Hölder continuous. Finally, we assume:
O1. Ω is a bounded simply connected domain of R 2 .
Notice that this assumption ensures that the number of points in Ω n is of order n 2 .
3.2. Strong convergence of B n,b and ∂ u B n,b . For the remainder of this section, let Y := Z • f , B n,b be defined as in (4), g be defined as in (2), Ω n be defined as in (3) and set X t := B n,b (t) − EB n,b (t). In the following, 'universal constant' means any constant that does not depend on n, b, Θ or the process (X t ) t∈Θ . Lemma 1. Suppose R1-R2, O1 and f is a C 2 diffeomorphism. Then,
Proof. By assumption R2 we can write R(|t|) = R(0) − |t| α + r(|t|), where r(|t|) = o(|t| α+γ ) as |t| → 0. Write E(∆ 2 εh Y (t 0 )) 2 for t 0 ∈ Ω as a sum of two terms
, where
Write the increment operator ∆ 2 εh as a linear filter, so that its action on a function Q : R 2 → R can be expressed as ∆ 2 εh Q(t) = 2 j=0 d j Q(t + εs j ), where d j = (−1) 2−j 2 j and s j = jh. Now, the first term can be computed as
= − 2 i,j=0
where o(1) → 0 uniformly over t 0 ∈ Ω as ε → 0 by D2 and D4.
Similarly, the second term can be computed as
where sup t 0 ∈Ω |r(|f (t 0 + εs i ) − f (t 0 + εs j )|)/ε α | converges to zero by R2, D2 and D4. Combining terms I 1 and I 2 , we get
uniformly for t 0 ∈ Ω. This completes the proof, since
Lemma 2. Suppose R1-R3, O1 and f is a C 2 diffeomorphism. Then, there exists a constant c > 0 such that
for all s, t ∈ Ω such that |s − t| > |3h/n|.
Proof. The idea is that
To make this precise, let
and H be the 2 by 2 matrix with each column h/n. Then,
when |s − t| > |3h/n|.
Notice that the above proof requires that |∂ Proof. First, let g n (w) := n α E(∆ 2 h/n Y (w)) 2 for w ∈ Ω. We show To show the results about e I and e II , we need to control the error when approximating Riemann integrals of Hölder continuous functions on Ω by Riemann sums on Ω n . This error is bounded by the difference between the upper and lower Riemann sums, which is bounded by a Ω an −1 , where a is the Hölder constant of the function and a Ω is a constant only depending on the region Ω. To show e I = o(1) and e II = O(n −1 b −3 ) uniformly for t ∈ Θ, we will use the fact that b −2 K((· − t)/b) is Hölder continuous with Hölder constant cb −3 for some constant c.
To show e I = o(1), fix some compact subset Θ ⊂ Ω and notice that
The term sup w∈Ω |g n (w) − g(w)| → 0 by Lemma 1. Now, by the comments in the previous paragraph, the Riemann sum
Similarly, to show e II = O(n −1 b −3 ), we notice that the Hölder continuity of K and g are sufficient for the Riemann sums of b −2 K((· − t)/b)g(·) to converge to the Riemann integral with an error e II = O(n −1 b −3 ) uniformly in t ∈ Θ.
Finally, to show e III = o(1), we need that
as b → 0 uniformly in t ∈ Θ. Here, we use the Hölder continuity of g and assumption K2. Notice that the error term e III does not converge to zero DEFORMED RANDOM FIELDS 13 uniformly in t ∈ Ω. This is why we can only show the result uniformly on compacts instead of uniformly on Ω.
In what follows we will not only show convergence results about B n,b (t) but also ∂ u B n,b (t), and B n,b (t) − B n,b (s) all of which have the form
where K i may depend on t, s ∈ Ω and the bandwidth parameter b.
Claim 2. Let Q n be defined as in (10) . Suppose R1-R3, O1 and f is a C 2 diffeomorphism. In addition, suppose that there exists a function G(t, s, b), such that |K i | ≤ G(t, s, b) for all s, t ∈ Ω and b in a neighborhood of the origin. Then, for all ε > 0, b sufficiently small and n sufficiently large,
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 are universal constants.
Proof. Writing
n , where
Therefore,
First, we find a bound for P(|Q 1 n − EQ 1 n | ≥ Using the bound on quadratic forms for Gaussian random variables found in Hanson and Wright [21] , we now get
where · 2 and · F are the spectral and Frobenius matrix norms, respectively, and Σ abs is the matrix with elements |Σ(i, j)| for i, j ∈ Ω n . Now,
for all |i − j| > |3h/n| by Lemma 2. By assumption, |K
To finish the proof, we show Σ abs 2 F = O(|G(t, s, b)| 2 n −2 ) and Σ abs 2 = O(|G(t, s, b)|n −2 ) uniformly for all t, s ∈ Ω, b sufficiently small and n sufficiently large.
To show the bound for Σ abs 2 F , notice that i,j∈Ωn
where the last equality is because
by Lemma 1. To get = * , there are some technical difficulties, but the heuristic is, when 0 < α < 2,
For the full details, see [3] , Lemma 3, page 41. Finally, to show the bound for Σ abs 2 , notice that Σ abs 2 ≤ max i∈Ωn j∈Ωn
where the last equality uses the fact that 0 < α < 2. This establishes the desired bound for P(
) is exactly similar. This completes the proof.
Corollary 1. Fix a point t 0 ∈ Ω, suppose R1-R3, O1 and let f be a
Proof. This follows by Claim 2 and Borel-Cantelli using
Corollary 2. Fix a point t 0 ∈ Ω, suppose R1-R3, O1 and let f be a C 2 diffeomorphism. If K has continuous partial derivatives and u = 0, then
The following corollary will be used for the uniform convergence of B to g in the next subsection. Remember that X t is defined as B n,b (t) − EB n,b (t).
Corollary 3. Fix a point t 0 ∈ Ω, suppose R1-R3, O1 and let f be a C 2 diffeomorphism. If K is Hölder continuous, then
Proof. First, write X t −X s in the form Q n −EQ n , where Q n := B n,b (t)− B n,b (s). Then, the corollary follows by Claim 2 using
so that |K i | ≤ cb −3 |s − t| for some Hölder constant c > 0.
3.3.
Uniform convergence of B n,b and ∂ u B n,b . In this subsection, we use the results from the previous section to establish the uniform convergence of B n,b and the directional derivative ∂ u B n,b on compact subsets of the observation region Ω. These results are then used to establish consistent estimators of the complex dilatation µ and log-scale τ of the diffeomorphism f in Section 4.
Lemma 3. For any b > 0 and a ≥ e, we have
Proof. Given b > 0 and a ≥ e, let γ = b −1 log a. Then,
Similarly, putting ν = b −1 log a,
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4. Let Θ be a compact subset of Ω. Suppose the assumptions in Corollary 3. Let t 1 , . . . , t m and s 1 , . . . , s m be arbitrary points in Θ, where m ≥ 2. Let M = max 1≤i≤m |X t i − X s i | and δ = max 1≤i≤m |t i − s i |. Then, for any r > 0,
where c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are universal constants.
Proof. By Corollary 3, for each r > 0 and t, s ∈ Θ,
From the above bound, we see that
This completes the proof.
Claim 3. Fix a compact set Θ ⊂ Ω and a point t 0 ∈ Θ. Let M = max t∈Θ |X t − X t 0 | and suppose the assumptions in Corollary 3. Then, there exists universal constants L 1 and L 2 such that, for all R > 0, we have
Proof. Suppose we have a sequence of finite sets A 0 , A 1 , A 2 , . . . ⊆ Θ and constants c < 1 < B and D satisfying the following properties:
The sequence has a 'limiting denseness property' in the sense that, for any nonnegative continuous function f on Θ, we have max t∈Θ f (t) = lim k→∞ max t∈A k f (t).
It is easy to see how the constants c, B and D can be chosen, with D ∝ diam(Θ), and the sets {A k } k≥1 constructed by successive dyadic partitioning. For each k ≥ 1, let
Applying the 'limiting denseness property,' we see
jc j . Then, r k > 0 and k r k = 1. Thus, for any R > 0,
By the tail bound in Lemma 4, we have where c 5 and c 6 are universal constants. Thus, if R > c 7 log B for some suitably large constant c 7 (that need not depend on n), then, from the above bound and (13), we can conclude that
The condition R > c 7 log B can be dropped by choosing c 8 large enough, because B, c 9 and c 10 do not vary with n. This completes the proof. Now, we obtain Theorems 1 and 2, which are the main results of this section. These establish uniform convergence results for the kernel smoothed squared increments. Theorem 1. Suppose R1-R3, K1-K2, O1 hold and f is a C 2 diffeomorphism. Then, for all compact sets Θ ⊂ Ω,
Proof. Let Θ be a compact subset of Ω and let t 0 ∈ Θ. Let b n → 0 as n → ∞, so that n −1 b −3 n ≤ cn −β . Set M n = sup t∈Θ |X t − X t 0 |, where X t := B n,bn (t) − EB n,bn (t). Then,
by Claim 1. Now, by the bound in Claim 3, we have
Therefore, M n → 0 with probability one. Finally,
−→ 0 by Corollary 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold along with the additional assumption that K is a compactly supported kernel and f is a C 3 diffeomorphism. Then, for all compact sets Θ ⊂ Ω,
Note that γ > 0 is the number appearing in assumption R2 and g(t) :
Proof. Let Θ be a compact subset of Ω and let t 0 ∈ Θ. Let b n → 0 as n → ∞ so that
where o(1) is established by similar methods to that of Claim 1 using the fact that K is a C 2 compactly supported kernel. Now, Corollary 2 establishes that |∂ h B n,bn
−→ 0 is similar to Theorem 1, with the exception that, now, instead of the bound from Claim 3, one can show
which is sufficient to prove the claim.
4. Consistent estimates of (µ, τ ). At this point, it becomes advantageous to switch to complex variable notation, so that points in the plane (x, y) ∈ R 2 correspond to points in the complex plane x + iy ∈ C. Under this correspondence, C 1 diffeomorphisms f (x, y) = (u(x, y), v(x, y)) of R 2 can be considered as C 1 diffeomorphisms of C by writing f (x + iy) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y). For the remainder of the paper, we use Re f and Im f to denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex representation of the map f .
The main utility of switching to complex notation is that we can directly use the results and techniques of conformal and quasiconformal theory to establish consistent estimates of f . This section starts by defining the complex dilatation µ and log-scale τ of a C 1 diffeomorphism. We then conclude by showing how the results of the previous section can be used to construct consistent estimates of µ and τ . In the next section, we show how the estimates of µ and τ can be used to establish consistent estimates of f .
For a function f ∈ C 1 (U ), define the complex derivatives
The complex dilatation and the log-scale are then defined as
τ := log |∂f |.
The complex dilatation µ characterizes the infinitesimal ellipse with inclination arg(−µ/2) and eccentricity 1+|µ| 1−|µ| that gets mapped to an infinitesimal which gives a n − c n 4a n c n − b 2 n + a n + c n −→ Re(µ), (18) b n 4a n c n − b 2 n + a n + c n −→ Im(µ), (19) log( 4a n c n − b 2 n + a n + c n ) −→ 2τ + log 4. (20) Therefore, under the conditions of Theorem 1, we can construct estimateŝ µ andτ that converge to µ and τ , respectively, where the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of Ω with probability one as n → ∞. Moreover, under the extra conditions of Theorem 2, ∂μ → ∂µ uniformly on compact subsets of Ω with probability one.
5. Estimating f . In this section, we show how to construct an estimatê f on a simply connected domain U such that U ⊂ Ω. Then, we show thatf converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of U . The construction off is on U instead of Ω because we need the uniform convergence ofμ, ∂μ andτ to establish the convergence off . It is open as to whether one can constructf on the full observation region that converges uniformly on compact subsets.
We start, in Section 5.1, with a discussion on how f can be recovered, uniquely up to a rotation and translation, from the true µ and τ . This will indicate how we recoverf from the estimatedμ andτ . Finally, we shoŵ f → f uniformly on compact subsets of U in Section 5.3.
5.1.
Recovering f from (µ, τ ). First, let U be a simply connected domain such that U ⊂ Ω. The C 1 diffeomorphism f now satisfies f = g • f µ on U , where f µ is the unique normalized quasiconformal map with dilatation µ that maps U to the unit disk D (see the Appendix in [4] ). Since f and f µ have the same complex dilatation, g = f • f −1 µ is a conformal map defined on D. It turns out that this decomposition of f is useful, in that the complex dilatation µ determines f µ and τ is used to recover the conformal map g.
To see how to recover g from τ , notice that ∂f
Since g is conformal on D, log g ′ is holomorphic on D. Moreover, log g ′ = log |g ′ | + i arg(g ′ ). Therefore, using (21) , Re log g ′ = τ • f −1 µ − log |∂f µ | • f −1 µ , which can be recovered from (µ, τ ). Since the real and imaginary parts of holomorphic maps are harmonic conjugates, which are unique up to a constant, we can recover Im log g ′ + θ, where θ ∈ R is an unknown factor. Now, by exponentiating, we can recover e iθ g ′ . Then,
where the integral is taken over a line connecting z 0 to z. Therefore, µ and τ are sufficient to recover f = g • f µ on U up to a rotation and translation.
5.2.
Constructingf from (μ,τ ). The technique for recoveringf in Section 5.1 would work if we knew that there existed a quasiconformal map f with complex dilatationμ such thatτ = log |∂f |. Unfortunately, there is no simple condition onτ for the existence of such anf . The main problem is that we do not precisely measure log |g ′ |, which is required to be harmonic. Instead, we only have an estimate of log |g ′ |. The estimate, which is motivated by (21) , is defined by
Since log |g ′ | is not guaranteed to be harmonic, it may not always be possible to find the harmonic conjugate used to recover log g ′ . In what follows, we notice that log g ′ is in the Bergman space of holomorphic functions with finite L 2 integrals. We then use the Bergman projection to find a holomorphic function whose real part approximates log |g ′ |.
We define our estimatef of f in the region U aŝ
where fμ is the unique normalized quasiconformal map sending U to D, and the functionĝ is the holomorphic map, unique up to translations, defined on the unit disk D and satisfyinĝ
where the operator P is defined by
where z = x + iy. The integral transform in the above definition is the Bergman projection (see [16] for an introduction to Bergman spaces).
To motivate our choice of operator P, we first mention that the true conformal map g satisfies
where θ = − Im log g ′ (0). In the above computation, we used the fact that for any conformal map g defined on D, the holomorphic function log g ′ is in the Bergman space A 2 (D) (this is true by Theorem 9.4 of [36] along with the fact that the Bloch space is a subset of the Bergman space). Therefore, the projection P can be used to recover the harmonic conjugate of log |g ′ | up to an unknown constant θ. In what follows, we show log |g ′ | → log |g ′ | and P log |g ′ | → P log |g ′ | uniformly on compact subsets of D as n → ∞.
5.3.f converges to f . We show that, under appropriate conditions,f converges uniformly on compact subsets of U , with probability 1. First, we establish the following lemma. −→ ∂µ on a bounded, simply connected domain U . Suppose, in addition, that one can extend µ n , µ to functions µ * n , µ * ∈ C 2 (W ) on a simply connected domain W containing U such that µ n L∞(W ) −→ µ and
uniformly on compact subsets of D as n → ∞.
Proof. First, decompose f µn and f µ so that,
wheref n andf are normalized quasiconformal maps on the whole plane with complex dilatations obtained by extending µ n and µ to the whole plane by smoothly truncating to zero away from U . Here, h n and h are conformal maps sendingf n (U ) andf (U ) to the unit disk D, respectively. Note that the truncation must be done in such a way thatμ n has uniformly bounded compact support,μ n is as smooth as µ n ,μ n L∞ −→μ and ∂μ n L∞ −→ ∂μ (existence guaranteed by the existence of the extensions µ * , µ * n on W ). Now, the quasiconformal mapsf n converge uniformly tof on U , sinceμ n L∞ −→μ with uniformly bounded support (see Lemma 1 on page 55 of [2] ).
Notice ∂f µn = (h ′ n •f n ) ∂f n , which gives
See the Appendix in [4] for a discussion on how to define a continuous version of log ∂f µn and log ∂f n . To establish (24) and (25) we show that both terms 24 E. ANDERES AND S. CHATTERJEE in (26) converge uniformly on compact subsets of D, as well as the result of applying the operator P to both terms.
For the first term, log h ′ n • h −1 n , in (26) , notice that h −1 n =f n • f −1 µn and h −1 =f • f −1 µ . Sincef n →f uniformly on U ,f is Hölder continuous on U and f −1 µn → f −1 µ uniformly on compact subsets of D, h −1 n → h −1 uniformly on compact subsets of D (this follows by Corollary 9 and Lemmas 10 and 13 of [4] ). Since the functions ξ n := h −1 n and ξ := h −1 are conformal maps of D, log ξ ′ n and log ξ ′ are both holomorphic and log ξ ′ n → log ξ ′ uniformly on compact subsets. Noticing that log ξ ′ n = − log h ′ n • h −1 n and log ξ ′ = − log h ′ • h −1 , gives log h
uniformly on compact subsets of D as n → ∞. In addition, log ξ ′ n and log ξ ′ are both in the Bergman space A 2 (D) (and are therefore unaffected by the Bergman projection), which establishes that
uniformly on compact subsets of D as n → ∞. For the second term log ∂f n • f −1 µn in (26) , notice that the results in the Appendix of [4] establish that log ∂f is Hölder continuous on U and log ∂f n L∞(U ) −→ log ∂f . Therefore, log ∂f n • f −1 µn converges to log ∂f • f −1 µ uniformly on compact subsets. Moreover, since the continuity of log ∂f on C implies that it is bounded on U , log ∂f n • f −1 µn also convergences in L 2 (D). Therefore, log ∂f n • f uniformly on compact subsets of D as n → ∞. The last convergence is due to the fact that the Bergman projection is a bounded operator on L 2 (D) and that convergence in the Bergman space implies convergence on compacts. Finally, (27) , (28), (29) and (30) establishes the lemma.
Theorem 3. Suppose R1-R3, O1, K1-K2, K is a compactly supported kernel, f is a C 3 diffeomorphism, n → ∞, b → 0 and n −1 b −4 = O(n −β ) for some β > 0 such that β > 1 − 4γ. Let U be a simply connected open subset of the observation region Ω such that U ⊂ Ω. Then, the estimated mapf , defined on U by (23), converges to e iθ f + c uniformly on compact subsets of U with probability one, where θ is an unidentifiable rotation angle and c is an unidentifiable translation.
Proof. The results of Theorems 1 and 2, along with the comments made in Section 4, establish thatμ → µ, ∂μ → ∂µ andτ → τ uniformly on U with probability one as n → ∞. Therefore, fμ → f µ uniformly on compact subsets of U (by Corollary 9 of [4] ). It is now sufficient to show thatĝ converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to g (where sufficiency is by Lemma 11 of [4] ).
We first show log |g ′ | → log |g ′ |, (31) P log |g ′ | → P log |g ′ | (32) uniformly on compact subsets of D as n → ∞. Remember, log |g ′ | is defined by log |g ′ | :=τ • f −→ τ and that τ is Hölder continuous and bounded on U (since f is assumed to be a C 3 diffeomorphism). Since the Bergman projection is a bounded operator from L 2 (D) to A 2 (D), we also have that
µ . The convergence is also uniformly on compact subsets by Lemma 12 of [4] . This establishes (31) and (32) . Now, by the comments made in Section 5.2, P log |g ′ | = log g ′ + iθ. Therefore, by (31) and (32) , exp(P log |g ′ |) converges uniformly on compacts to e iθ g ′ . Since U is simply connected, exp(P log |g ′ |) has an antiderivativeĝ such thatĝ ′ = exp(P log |g ′ |) andĝ → e iθ g + c uniformly on compact subsets of D. Therefore,f converges to e iθ f + c uniformly on compact subsets of U .
